
 

 

Home Mission: Supporting, equipping and enabling churches in God’s Mission 

Emmanuel Baptist is located in the heart of the Netherton estate in Liverpool. The 
church has been supported by Home  Mission for the last nine years,  and minister Allan                                                                
Finnegan comments ’Our Church has been supported generously by Home Mission for some time now.  Without this                      
support we would struggle to impact our community as much as we do.  We recently told you the story of Danny who came 
to faith at a CVM event and how him doing an Alpha course with our Eden team leaders led to him wanting to help put on 
Alpha for others.  This has resulted a number of people coming to faith and a few Baptisms.’ Here, Allan shares another 
good news story of one of their community volunteers…. 
 
‘Let me tell you about Sharon.  Our Eden team puts on a number of events in our community and also invests in other projects 
such as TLG and Safe Families.  Sharon helps out in a number of ways and is a great volunteer.  We recently received an email 
from Safe Families telling us what we already know - that Sharon was doing an amazing job with a local family who just needed 
a little extra support. We gave Sharon our ‘Like it Award’ to show our appreciation. 
Safe Families have recently won an award because of Sharons dedication and made a video of the impact Sharon has had. 
(Follow this link to see video.  https://youtu.be/6m-WzBFpLgo ) 
 
Sharon is just one of our wonderful volunteers that Home Mission has released and empowered buy supporting Emmanuel 
and Eden Netherton so consistently over the years enabling us to make mission possible in so many ways than we would                   
without your generosity.  Thank you for letting us have the privilege of seeing the work Sharon does and many more like her. 
 

Reflective Questions: What ways does your church make a difference in its local community?  What are the opportunities 

for your church at the moment?  

In what ways does your church show its appreciation to the incredible volunteers who serve in the life of the church and 

community so faithfully? 
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